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Ontology-mediated query answering is an extensively studied paradigm, which
aims at improving query answers with the use of a logical theory. Ontologies
have found applications in data exchange [12], medical diagnosis [3], and life sci-
ences [2], all of which benefit from explanations. As a form of logical entailment,
ontology-mediated query answering is fully interpretable, which makes it pos-
sible to derive explanations for query answers. Surprisingly, explaining answers
for ontology-mediated queries has received little attention for ontology languages
based on existential rules. We close this gap, and study the problem of explaining
query answers in terms of minimal subsets of database facts.

In this framework, the ontology and the user query are viewed as two com-
ponents of one composite query, called ontology-mediated query (OMQ) [4], and
throughout the paper, we assume that the ontology is expressed using existen-
tial rules [6, 7]. Given a database D and an OMQ (Q,Σ), where Q is a query
and Σ is an ontology, we say that a subset E of the database D is a minimal
explanation, MinEX, if E entails the query (Q,Σ), while no proper subset of
E entails it. This definition incorporates the ideas from axiom pinpointing [15].
We illustrate minimal explanations on an example for protein design [14, 16].
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Fig. 1. Protein containment in complexes.

Example 1. Each protein p1, . . . , p5 is
in one of the complexes c1, c2 and c3,
as shown in Fig 1. We want to find
minimal subsets of proteins that cover
all complexes. This can be expressed
as a search for a MinEX, where the
database is D = {prt(pi) | 1 ≤ i ≤
5} ∪ {in(pi, cj) | pi is in cj}, the on-
tology is Σ = {prt(P ) ∧ in(P,C) →
cov(C)}, and the query is Q =
(cov(c1) ∧ cov(c2) ∧ cov(c3)) ∧ φin ,
where φin is a conjuction of all in facts in D. By construction, the MinEXs
for (Q,Σ) in D are in bijection with the protein covers of complexes.

? This is an abridged report of the paper that appeared at IJCAI-19 [10].
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We study the following problems: (i) given a set, decide whether it is a min-
imal explanation (Is-MinEX), (ii) given a set of sets, decide whether it is the
set of all minimal explanations (All-MinEX), (iii) given a distinguished asser-
tion, decide whether it is contained in some minimal explanation (MinEX-Rel),
(iv) given a set of forbidden sets, decide whether there is a minimal explanation
not containing any forbidden sets (MinEX-Irrel), (v)/(vi) given a number,
decide whether there is a minimal explanation with less (resp. more) elements
than the given number (Small-MinEX) (resp., (Large-MinEX)). We illus-
trate these problems on our running example, and refer to the original paper,
for details [10].

Example 2. Consider the following subsets of the database:

E1 = {prt(p1), prt(p3)} ∪Din , and E2 = {prt(p2), prt(p4), prt(p5)} ∪Din ,

where Din is the set of all in facts from D. The we have:

– Is-MinEX: Both E1 and E2 are MinEXs for (Q,Σ) in D. On the other hand,
E′

1 = {prt(p1), prt(p4)} ∪Din and E′
2 = {prt(p1), prt(p2), prt(p3)} ∪Din are

not MinEXs as they do not entail the query and are not minimal, respectively.
– All-MinEX: Both E3 = {prt(p1), prt(p5)}∪Din and E4 = {prt(p3), prt(p4)}∪
Din are MinEXs, and the set E = {E1, E2, E3, E4} is the set of all MinEXs
for (Q,Σ) in D.

– MinEX-Rel: For each i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, the fact prt(pi) is contained in some
MinEX for (Q,Σ) in D, and thus the fact is relevant.

– MinEX-Irrel: Let {{prt(p1), prt(p3)}, {prt(p5)}} be a set of forbidden sets
of facts. Note that there is an explanation that does not contain any of these
sets, which is E4. Notice, however, E1, E2 and E3 contain a forbidden set.

– Large-MinEX and Small-MinEX: All MinEXs, in this case, are either of
size 2 + |Din | or 3 + |Din |.

We provide a detailed complexity analysis in terms of data, fp-combined, ba-
combined and combined complexity. We allow queries in the form of unions of
conjunctive queries, which are coupled with existential rules ontologies that range
from linear (L) and sticky (S) languages, to the expressive guarded (G) and full
(F) fragments. In our data complexity analysis, we show that all these problems
are tractable for FO-rewritable languages L, S, and A. Other tractability results
in the data complexity are given for G and F for Is-MinEX. All the other
results in the data complexity confirm the hardness of deriving explanations, as
we always observe an increase in the complexity in comparison to the complexity
of OMQA. Similarly, for the fp-, ba-, and combined complexities, we typically
observe an increase of in the complexity compared to the complexity of OMQA.

Our study on explaining OMQA has recently been extended to description
logics [11]. Explanations for standard reasoning tasks are extensively studied in
DLs [13, 18, 1, 17, 15], but the literature on explaining OMQA remains rather
sparse. Explanations for queries in DL-Lite has been studied earlier [5], and
there is also a complementary work on explaining negative answers to OMQs in
DLs [8], which was recently also studied in the context of existential rules [9].
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